WEAVING SKILL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM COMMENCED FOR SPECIAL NEEDS

Tender Heart initiated the weaving program for special needs to provide opportunities for self-employment by imparting weaving skills through a 3 year course in which adolescents and young adults will be taught how to weave cloth to create utility items like dusters, mops, dari, door mats etc. The entire project has been sponsored by PNB Housing Finance Ltd.
ABILITY ENHANCEMENT MULTIMEDIA PROGRAM FOR SPECIAL NEEDS

Another skill development program called A E M P (Ability Enhancement Multimedia Program) started for special needs. This will not only enable to educate & empower Differently-Abled community through multimedia, art and technology based tools but will eventually help to build sustainable and independent livelihood.
FELICITATION OF INTERNATIONAL SPECIAL OLYMPICS WINNERS BY DPS, FARIDABAD

Tender Heart was invited by Delhi Public School to celebrate their achievements on their Bon Homie event. 9 special Olympics winners were felicitated with honor of recognition for their exemplary performances in International World Summer Games in Abu Dhabi 2019.
CLEANLINESS DRIVE BY DPS, FARIDABAD
SCHOOL CHILDREN IN VILLAGE KHEDI KURD

VISIT BY GBN SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL, FARIDABAD

TEACHER’S DAY CELEBRATIONS

JANAMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS
ENCAMP FOR THE SHRIRAM MILLENNIUM_
SCHOOL CHILDREN
BREAST & CERVICAL CANCER SCREENING CAMP BY ARTEMIS HEALTH SCIENCES FOUNDATION IN VILLAGE KHEDI KURD IN COLLABORATION WITH TENDER HEART NGO

35 WOMEN SCREENED
This handmade evil owl eye is a perfect wall/door hanging made with macrame fabric. Handmade Macrame chowki/stools made with sheesham wood will brighten the living space of your homes.
DONORS & VOLUNTEERS

We are highly indebted to our generous donors: PNB Housing Finance Ltd, PlasserIndia, Studds Foundation, Wings Automobile Products Pvt. Ltd., and the Shriram Millennium School, Noida. We are glad to count them as strong supports. We would like to thank our Mexican volunteers also. They contributed in WOOPIE program and worked with our special needs using sign language.
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